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“Victory Over Life’s Everyday Battles”
“Key Strategies”
A)

Prayers of Allegiance

“I acknowledge Jesus Christ as my only Savior and Lord, my only Protector and
Comforter. I renounce all false saviors and lords, all false protectors and
comforters. Any invitation or welcome I have made to anything false, whether I was
aware of it or not, I now break and renounce in the Name and by the blood of Jesus
Christ. I choose Jesus!”

B)

01)

At the beginning and throughout the prayer

02)

End each individual “echo” prayer with the phrase “I choose Jesus!”

03)

This prayer begins the loosening process from the enemy’s influence

Declarations (vows, affirmations, dedications) in prayer
01)

Planting our stake in the ground and headed in a specific direction –
God’s “narrow path”

02)

Key dedication verse – 1 Cor. 6:19-20
 This is especially helpful at the
beginning of prayer if you tend to
be attacked physically

03)

If your imagination is being heavily
engaged, spend a moment dedicating it to

“I acknowledge that my
body is a temple of the
Holy Spirit.
I am not my own. I have
been bought with a price.
Therefore I choose by faith
to honor God with my
body and all that is in it!”
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the Lord
“I dedicate my imagination to Jesus and only to Jesus.
I choose by faith to only see what He wants me to see”

C)

Pray the Opposites
“Lord, discern for me what is from You and what is from the enemy;
what is a part of me and what is not;
light from darkness, truth from lies, life from death…”

01)

Regularly ask the Lord to discern if what you are getting is from Him
or the enemy or your own imagination or flesh

 Use 1 John 4:1-3 as your pattern – “The Lord Jesus Christ
who came in the flesh”
“Lord, if this is from you, from Jesus Christ, the Son of God who came in the flesh,
make it clearer and sharper. If not, Lord, take it away now.
I choose only to see what Jesus wants me to.”

02)

Sometimes you (or another) may actually hear the opposite of what is
being said.

03)

Pray ahead of time that the spirit of confusion will not be near – you
and they can only hear the true words and intent.
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D)

Bless, Bless, Bless!
01) Pronounce blessings
02)

Use Scripture as your model
 Phil. 4:6-7 – Blessing of peace
 2 Tim. 1:7 – Blessing to counter fear

03)

Oil is a gift God for prayer and dedication
 Pray the opposite of what you’re
struggling with
 Dwell awhile on places that are
especially affected

E)

The priests and the
Levites stood to bless the
people, and God heard
them, for their prayer
reached heaven, his holy
dwelling place.
2 Chron. 30:27

Guess and Challenge
01) Start anywhere and pray from that angle (mental, spiritual, emotional,
etc.)
 If you sense you are hitting something, keep up the prayer in
the same direction
 If, after awhile, you sense nothing, change your prayer to
another aspect
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